Upper class students interested in local affairs should plan to attend the next meeting of the Student Government next term for an interview with the new Student Executive Committee.

President Gallerah rejects appeal for reinstatement

By Jack Monet

President Buell G. Gallerah rejected yesterday the appeal from suspension for the duration of the term of the five members of The Campus Managing Board. According to the President, no further appeal is possible. The students will be eligible to apply for re-enrollment to the College at the end of the term, for either the summer session or the fall term.

The suspension of the editors are Henry Greenman, Editor-in-Chief; Ronald Salberg, Associate Editor; Edward Konner, News Editor; Eli Sadownik, Features Editor; and Abraham I. Hachtenstreet, Associate New Editor.

Brophy OK's resolution easing fee restrictions

Student organizations may now spend appropriations without adhering strictly to their anticipated budget requests as approved by the Student Faculty Committee (SFCF).

Under a March 8 resolution of the SFCF, approved Wednesday by Dean of Students Daniel F. Brophy, on spending for student organizations' activities.

Brophy is a member of the group, called for the joint Day and Evening Senate, and has been a member of the group's executive committee. The resolution was presented by the group's executive committee.

Termination

Brophy on Thursday ordered the suspensions of the five editors who argued responsibility for the...
Honey and Gall

Yesterday, Dr. Buell G. Gallagher took thirteen pages to say "no" to the appeal for reinstatement of five suspended "Campus" editors.

The document is a combination of seriousness and sarcasm, in the same far outweighs the seriousness.

After carefully quoting the proper Board of Higher Educa-
tion by-laws to show that he and Dean of Students Daniel F. Brophy had the power to make the suspensions (which no one disputed), the President almost waxed poetic in going into the "it hurts me more than it hurts you" routine. This is a feeling which, though it may be sincere, very rarely proves true.

At one point, Dr. Gallagher says, "It is true that suspension for the remainder of the term will be a serious inconvenience to at least four of the five [editors]."

It is also true that the shame and disgrace they have brought on the College and themselves call for something more than a political reprimand." Indeed, Dr. Gallagher, the editors' suspension from their newspaper, the shutting down of their newspaper because of their deed, and a ten-day suspension from classes seems to be a bit more than justly whispered hint.

The report makes no mention of the humming letters of reprimand the editors were continually asked to write, but nestled on the other side of the relationship of advisors to their students.

The final paragraph of the reprimand was buried in the first twelve pages: "I could not feel worse about this whole matter if these sons of City College were my own flesh and blood." Also, it is basically good. Don't let anyone tell you any different. This is their first offense, etc.

Dr. Gallagher, our sympathies. We share your pain and the pain felt by the College, its students, and its faculty but we cannot assure you that the pain of all these put together is not half so deep a wound as that which burns today in the hearts of five young men who made a mistake.

Welcome

These are words we should never have to write, in an occasion that never should have occurred. The Campus was suspended in the wave of horror emanating from Dean Brophy's office after the notorious issue. It was suspended for no very clear reason, since the offending editors had already been removed, but furious anger can often serve as a shield for underlying lack of consideration. At any rate, welcome back.
Comm. Tries - But Fails To Find Noted Fascist

One day last week, late in the afternoon, five members of the Academic Freedom Week Committee stopped quietly into a dark street in Beacon, New York. The man they were searching for was driving away from the College, each passenger realizing the importance of the mission. They had to find him.

One of the programs of Academic Freedom Week will be "Judy Park Day" on Thursday, when an alchemist, a pacifist, a communist, an anarchist, a social fascist, and a fascist will each present their own philosophies. Members of the Back committee had finally contacted a fascist the week before. He turned out to be one of the leading fascists of the United States was living in Beacon, New York. This then was their destiny.

Streets Deserted: When they arrived in Beacon two hours later, they found the streets deserted. As they drove down the main street of the town, the silence was disturbed by the back-firing of a truck as it turned on to the street.

Upon asking for help in finding the house of the famous fascist, the man in the taxi replied, "I don't know. I can't help you. Don't ask me any more about him."

Just Deserts: The group, sensing the fear in the man's voice, was about to turn around and go back to New York City. Just then one of the committee members saw a little old lady walking down the street. Her reply to the plea for information was, "Oh him, he got mixed up with the wrong crowd as a youngster. I knew him well. Poor woman. If you go into that grocery store across the street, they might be able to tell you where he lives now. I don't know for sure."

The next day the group went to Union Port, New Jersey, in search of another famous fascist. They couldn't find a Fascist in the place.

Economics Department Finds Emotion Greater Than Supply

By MARSHA COHEN

A more emotional than economic problem of supply and demand has arisen at the College.

The person affected by the situation is a young lady majoring in Horticulture at a university located in the upper part of New York State. "Miss X," as the lady shall be known, wrote a letter to the Economics Department at the College concerning her dilemma.

It seems that a few months ago, Miss X met a young man who purported to be an Economics major at the College. The name of the young man in demand is "Jim or Bill." He is set off from other Jims and Bills, according to Miss X, because he is very tall, gracefully slim, has dark hair, and light brown eyes set in a kind of pipe face."

Miss X, who "hardly got to know him," thinks he might live on Long Island. She also writes that "he owns a small black convertible (this seems to be the only real identifying factor, besides the description of his person)."

She goes on to write of her heavy school schedule during the
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SPOILSPORTS

The evening session track team spoiled the Beaver player win the weekend running by finishing third in a quadrangular meet at Lewisham Stadium Saturday.

The night runners scored forty-six and one half points, two less than the second place team, the New York City Com-

nity College won the meet with 106 points. Queens was last with twenty-eight.

STICKMEN DEFEAT ADELPHE

AS 4 PLAYERS BITE DUST

Ample proof that lacrosse is not a game for kids was demonstrated last night at the Adelphi Athletic Field.

The game, which brought the season to a close, was won by the Beavers in a score of 14-2. In the game, the Beaver total up to nine.

During the game the Beaver team charged with two touchdowns.

(Continued on Pae 7)

HARRIERS FACE ADELPHI TODAY

The College's track team will open its outdoor season against Adelphi at 3 PM today in Lewisham Stadium.

Coach Harry deGiorlamo is pleased with the squad, but he warns the fans that it is so small.

"We need men, especially in the distance events," deGiorlamo said. "I'm sure there are boys at school who have the ability to do for us what our boys don't seem to be coming out."

It can be a look at the Adelphi school newspaper as one of the reasons the squad lacks depth. The Adelphi preme will enter Al Frost, George Best, Fred Murray, and co-captain Rob Urquhart in the middle-distance events. Larry Epstein and Gene Sherman will join Rob and Best in the middle.

The mile and two mile runs pose a big problem for the team. Bill Kowalski and Dave Gravese of the team will be who can be counted on to do well. Co-captains Robich and Bob Beaman will compete for the last three-fourths of the mile relay. The fourth man has not yet been decided upon.

The team looks particularly strong in the distance events. Mike Kinsky and Irv Stein are good bets for high honors in the distance events. Mike Kinsky, also, is expected good showing from newcomers Jeff Katz and Len Oleson in the middle events.

The Coach expects a close meet with the Panthers. "The team is definitely better this year than last year's squad which compiled a record of 7-2," Karlin said. "The only advantage the other team has is the team to make a goal and then went on to score three more. Akerson scored one for Adelphi in the third quarter. The fourth quarter of the game was fast and driving, Woodley, in the number one spot, won his match in straight sets, 6-2, 6-2. In the doubles, he teamed with Dick Woodley, and defeated the Jasper duo by score of, 7-8, 7-5.

Woodley also won his singles contest in three sets. Walter Ritter, Mal Drimmer and Roy Fishman also won their singles matches in straight sets. Gil Levitt lost the only set he played in a hard fought match not decided until the third set.

The number two doubles match was taken by Beaver's Ritter and Drimmer, 6-3, 6-3. In the final doubles match, Fishman and Levitt won by score of 6-4, 6-3.

Freddy Marsh, and co-captain Mike Volpe each scored a two minute penalty for unnecessary roughness.

Belicks was thrown out of the game because this last penalty gave him a total of more than five min-

utes of penalties, which is the limit.

During this quarter the College totaled two more times bringing total for the season to nine.

The tennis team rolled over the straight victory and Dr. Harry Karlin called it "the best squad I've ever coached since I've been at City College."

So far this year, the team is definitely better than last year's squad which compiled a record of 7-2." Karlin said. "The only advantage the other team has is the team to make a goal and then went on to score three more. Akerson scored one for Adelphi in the three sets, 6-2, 6-2. In the doubles, he teamed with Dick Woodley, and defeated the Jasper duo by score of, 7-8, 7-5.
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